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Our school family lost a beloved member this 
winter when Sister Marie Patrick went home to 

Jesus. She spent many years as a second grade 
teacher before becoming the religion teacher for 
kindergarten through third grade. These quotes 

show how much she was loved and how much she 
will be missed by everyone...

“Sister Marie Patrick 
was a great friend and 
colleague!  We spoke 
nearly every day.  She 

had a wonderful way of 
understanding children 

and adults.  I could 
always go to her if 

I needed some help 
with a student.  She 

also had a wonderful 
sense of humor and 
loved to have fun.  

I miss her so much!” 
~Mrs. Hassett~

“My favorite memory 
about Sister is when we 

took her to dinner for 
her birthday 

and she could only eat a 
small portion 
of her food. 

She said it was way too 
much. Yet when they 
brought the dessert 

menu, she ordered a big 
piece of chocolate cake 

and proceeded to eat 
the whole thing! 

She always loved 
her sweets!” 

~Mrs. Shannon~

 “Sister Marie Patrick was the heart and soul 
of our school. 

Her loss will be felt for a very long time.”  
~Mrs. Verrelli~

“Sister was really funny 
at times, and she loved Snoopy, too.” 

~Grace Difonzo, 7A~

“A few years ago, my 
mom, a frequent shopper 

at the Christmas Tree 
Shop in Deer Park, 

called to tell me 
she had just run into 

Sister while shopping. 
Well, I didn’t believe my 
mom until she took this 

photo to prove to me that 
Sister was, in fact, 

shopping at the 
Christmas Tree Shop 

all the way 
in Deer Park!”
~Mrs. Fitch~ 

“Although she may 
have 

seemed strict, 
Sister had 

a funny sense of 
humor.”

~Isabel Straubinger, 
7A~



     

     
      Due to the mass spread of Covid-19, online learning at 
home has become necessary throughout the world. Recent 
studies show that online schooling can increase a child’s 
understanding of a specific subject. At the same time,  other 
people argue that traditional school learning gives children a 
better social experience. Which do you think is more 
beneficial?
     Remote or online learning certainly has its benefits. For 
example, studies show that some children are less stressed in 
the comfort of their homes. In addition, there are usually less 
distractions at home than in a school building. When a child 
has complete control of their environment, it reduces their 
stress and anxiety. This helps them to concentrate and focus 
better while learning. With traditional schooling, some 
children tend to feel pressure when the attention is on them. 
For instance, presenting projects in front of the classroom or 
having to answer a question aloud can be stressful. Even 
though an important social skill is learning how to speak in 
front of a crowd of people, it can, at times, cause serious 
anxiety for specific children and teens. To that point, 
traditional education provides children opportunities to be 
face-to-face with their peers. These relationships help develop 
important social and emotional skills in a way that online 
schooling does not.
     Furthermore, online instuction can give students additional 
time with a teacher or mentor to focus on a specific problem 
as opposed to being in a classroom and having only one period 
to ask questions. Sometimes, it can be hard to ask  for help in a 
busy school building. Online learning actually provides more 
opportunities for individual attention. For a quiet child that 
prefers to live a private lifestyle, online schooling may work 
better for them. For a child/teen that likes to interact and 
socialize with peers, traditional schooling could be more 
beneficial for them.
  Whichever type of education you prefer, each has positive 
and negative aspects. Even though times may be difficult right 
now, it gives both teachers and students that are used to 
traditional schooling the opportunity to experience what 
online schooling has to offer. What it comes down to, though, 
is which way of learning is more advantageous for you?

.

                  Mock Trial By Leia Lazo

     Mock Trial is a club that our school has had 
for many years. It’s an opportunity to learn how 
the court system works by studying a fake case. 
Students are then assigned different roles to 
bring the case to life.  The club is run by both Miss McCormack and 
Mrs. Shannon for seventh and eighth graders. The club began in 
March and was held during lunch and recess three days a week. 
    This year’s case was about a young man named Ryan Strongarm 
and a high school senior named Chris Rocket. Strongarm, the 
plaintiff, accused Rocket of hitting him with his car as he ran along 
the road. Rocket, the defense, admitted that he did hit something 
that night, but he thought it was a deer.
   We learned more details about the accident as we read police 
reports and affidavits from witnesses. We learned legal terms as 
well. We were looking forward to breaking into teams to begin 
presenting the case, but the pandemic changed everything. 
Hopefully, we will be able to go to the annual mock trial competition 
at St. John’s University next year.

HOW STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
HAVE ADJUSTED

   to ONLINE LEARNING
  By Sarah Brown & Isabel Straubinger

        Covid-19, or Coronavirus, is a respiratory illness ranging  
from mild to fatal. This new virus began in late December in 
China and eventually spread to at least 177 countries in just a 
few weeks. In January, the first American case was reported in 
Washington state. By mid-March, schools across the nation 
started online learning.
     Some students we interviewed said they prefer online 
learning because they get assignments done faster. Others said 
they don’t like learning this way because they miss hands-on 
activities. However, almost everyone agreed that they enjoy 
wearing their own clothes and eating snacks during online 
lessons. Sadly, almost every student said they miss hanging out 
with friends without being on electronic devices. They also miss 
being with friends whenever they want.
        Our teachers worked hard to get ready for this challenging 
transition. Our science teacher, Mrs. Hartel-Goodman, said there 
were faculty meetings in early March to review a potential 
school closing. She also said a lot of effort went into making a 
good schedule for online classes. According to Spanish teacher 
Ms. Rupes, there were also workshops and webinars that 
reviewed the most effective ways to teach using online 
technology. Last but not least, Mr. Clagnaz made sure that 
everyone had what they needed to continue learning at home.
       It seems like students and teachers are trying their best in 
this new situation. Hopefully, things will improve so we can all 
safely return to our school soon.

  Online Learning vs.
Traditional Learning

By Ava Dobash



 Water Safety Reminders 
How to Have Fun While Staying Safe

By Gavin Baldwin

Water safety is very important!
 To avoid accidents and drownings, everyone 

has to listen to beach and pool rules. 
This list will help everyone have a safe 

summer of swimming.

1. Don’t go in or near a pool or beach 
without an adult.

2. Always swim with at least one buddy.
3. Swim only in areas that have 

a lifeguard.
4. Stay out of the water when you are 

very tired, very cold, or overheated.
5. Follow all swimming rules posted at 

the swimming area.
6. Don’t use inflatable toys at the 

beach because you might drift too 
far into deep water.

7. Do not dive in shallow ends of the pool.
       Also Important: Always wear sunscreen!

Vacation destinations
By Zeshawn McDuffie and Anthony Portillo

     Even though we were not in our school building this spring, we weren’t on 
vacation. We still had work to do through remote learning. Everyone hopes 
that the worst of the Coronavirus will be over soon so we can have some safe 
summer fun! Here are some vacation destinations and spots close to home 
to check out this summer or next summer….
     Disney World is a popular place in Florida for families that enjoy thrilling 
roller coasters as well as gentle tea cup rides. Since there is something for 
everyone and so much to do, it takes days to go through the entire park. 
Arizona is another great place to go if your family likes nature and science. 
This is because the Grand Canyon, formed by water erosion, is located 
there. Hawaii is a wonderful place to visit if you like history. You can climb a 
volcano or visit Pearl Harbor. It also has plenty of water sports like surfing 
and jet skiing.
     If you don’t want to go far from home, there are a lot of local attractions. 
Jones Beach, the classic beach of Long Island, is perfect for a family day 
trip. Coney Island in Brooklyn is another beach with a famous boardwalk. It 
has lots of food, games and amusement park rides. However, Six Flags Great 
Adventure in New Jersey is for anyone who likes really fast and very exciting 
rides. We hope everyone gets to do something fun and safe this summer! 

 Knitting
       By Soraya Mata Valle

     Knitting is a process in which yarn is manipulated to 

create many types of things like hats, sweaters and 

scarves. It involves creating many repeating loops of 

yarn using a one-pointed needle or double-pointed 

cable needles. The needles can be made of plastic, wood 

or metal. It all depends on what you’re comfortable 

using and the stitch sizes you want.

   Knitting was invented centuries ago. The oldest 

knitted items were found in Egypt from the 11th and 

14th centuries AD! I have been knitting for about a year 

and a half. My inspiration was seeing some of the hats 

my mom and I got from a friend. I adored them and 

decided to teach myself how to knit. So far, I have 

knitted hats and scarves. 

    Many people think knitting is hard, but with enough 

practice anyone can do it. All you need is some basic 

materials, patience and imagination!

     I bet anyone reading 
this has at least one 
electronic device in their 
possession. Maybe it’s a 
phone or a computer. 
Maybe you have more 
than that. Even though 
summer is a time when 
people should go outside 
for swimming, camping 
or hiking, many kids will 
probably continue to 
spend lots and lots of 
time on their electronic 
devices. So, I wanted to 
share some ideas for 
enjoying the summer 
without electronics. The 
first list has indoor 
activities for days when 
you’re stuck inside, and 
the second list has some 
outdoor activity ideas. 

  A Summer Without Electronics
  By Guillermo Ramirez

Indoor Activities
Arcade Games
Board Games

Cook (with 
supervision)
Create Art

Have Sleepovers
Lego Building
Read a Book

Role Play

 Outdoor 
Activities

Cloud Watching
Driveway Art

Exercise
Gardening

Movie Making
Nature Studies
Photography

Start a Collection 
(rocks, bugs, 

Pokemon cards)
Tanning 

(with sunscreen)

Even if you can’t give up 
electronics completely this 
summer, I suggest you try to do at 
least three to five things from the 
lists above. Good luck!



Summer 
Movies

By Abigail Dopwell

As you already know, life changed for everyone during the month of March. That was when our school closed due to the outbreak of COVID-19. 
Soon after, non-essential businesses were closed including restaurants, stores and movie theaters.

Hopefully, we can safely go to movie theaters again to see these films...
- Jungle Cruise, an action-packed PG-13  movie set at Disney World starring Dwayne Johnson, is scheduled to be released on July 24. 
- Soul, an animated movie about a music teacher who falls in a manhole and becomes a glowing green form starring Jamie Foxx, 

was going being released in June. It is now coming out in November. It is not yet rated.
- Free Guy, a sci-fi movie starring Ryan Reynolds about a bank teller that realizes he is in a video game, was scheduled to be released in 

July. It’s now coming out in December. It’s not rated yet.
- Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway, a comedy about Peter Rabbit’s adventures after running away, stars James Corden and was scheduled to 

be released on August 7. The PG-13 movie is now going to be released in January.
- Wonder Woman 1984, the sequel to the 2017 film Wonder Woman starring Gal Gadot is coming out on August 14. It’s not rated yet.
- All these dates are tentative.

If you end up going to the movie theater this summer, make sure you continue to maintain good hygiene. For example, make sure to wash your 
hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds after the movies if you put your hands on the armrests. 

With that being said, have a great, safe and well-deserved summer vacation!

 Who Ya’ 
 Gonna Call?
 By Jack Guevarra

      Be sure to watch out for the movie 
Ghostbusters: Afterlife, a sequel to the 
original movie from the 1980s. It will 
reunite some of the movie’s original 
stars including Bill Murray as Dr. Peter 
Venkman, Dan Aykroyd as Dr. Raymond 
Stantz and Sigourney Weaver as Dana 
Barrett. Also returning are Ernie Hudson 
as Winston Zeddemore and Annie Potts 
as Janine Melnitz. Paul Rudd is joining 
the cast as Mr. Grooberson. Sadly, 
Harold Ramis, who played Dr. Egon 
Spengler, died a few years ago. Jason 
Reitman is directing this film in honor 
of his father Ivan Reitman, the original 
film’s director. Although it was going to 
be in theaters this summer, the release 
date is now going to be in March 2021.

                       WHAT IS  TIK TOK?
                                          By William Carbajal and Alana Goodson

    Tik Tok is a social media phenomenon that can be used by anyone 
with a mobile device. It’s a free app that uploads videos of just about 
anything as long as they’re under sixty seconds. Tik Tok was originally 
called Musical.ly. Although Musical.ly was fun, it never really caught on 
until it became Tik Tok in 2018. Now it has over 800 million users!
   Some of the most famous and creative videos are of people dancing 
or lip syncing to songs. However, you could post videos making funny 
observations, telling jokes or sharing original art. The endless 
creative challenge of making short but entertaining videos is what 
makes Tik Tok so appealing.
   A negative part of Tik Tok is the comments left by some viewers. 
Just like Youtube and Instagram, some people leave unkind and 
negative comments. As a result, Tik Tok recommends their app for 
people who are thirteen years of age or older. Some adults, however, 
let their kids appear in videos with them. There are so many ways to 
be entertained by Tik Tok and that’s why people keep coming back for 
more. 



ANOTHER POSTPONEMENT
By Oscar Villatoro

     A competition nicknamed the Euros begins with twenty-four 
soccer teams from Europe divided into groups of four. After the 
initial stage, sixteen teams move to the next level of the 
competition where it gets even more challenging. Winners move 
on to the quarter finals and then to the semi-finals. The 
remaining two teams face off to determine which country is the 
champion of the Euros.
    The tournament usually starts in mid-June and lasts for a 
month. However, this year’s tournament was postponed because 
the Union of European Football Associations wants to keep 
players safe during the pandemic. As a result, this year’s Euros 
will be held in the summer of 2021. The postponement is 
obviously sad for fans who’ve been looking forward to this 
event. However, a fun fact is it will be the first time the 
tournament will be played during an odd numbered year! That 
might be why UEFA officials want to keep the name Euro 2020 
even though it’s going to be held in 2021! 
     There will be serious competition for the trophy in 2021. In 
my opinion, France has the best chance to win because they 
have a strong young team. They also won the 2018 FIFA World 
Cup which is a good sign. I also predict the top scorer will be 
France’s Kylian Mbappe because he is a very quick player who 
has the mind of a winner. This tournament is important to 
almost every soccer fan around the world because it’s fun and 
it’s never boring. Unfortunately, fans will have to wait.

The 2020 Olympics?
By Vincent Massina

     

        The Summer Olympics is an international 
event held every four years. The games 
demonstrate athletic competition and cooperation 
among the world’s different countries. The last one 
was held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 2016. That 
means the next Olympic games are going to be 
held this summer, right? Well……not exactly. The 
International Olympic Committee has rescheduled 
them for next summer because COVID-19.
     Since they have been postponed, it’s a good 
time to revisit  some of the exciting moments from 
past Summer Olympics. For example, in the 2008 
Olympics in China, Michael Phelps achieved a 
record by winning eight gold swimming medals, 
the most ever in a single Olympics! In all, he has 
won eighteen gold medals which makes him one 
of the greatest Olympians of all time. Another 
example of athletic greatness was in the summer 
games of 1968 in Mexico. That was when Bob 
Beamon had a record-smashing long jump that 
became known as the “Leap of the Century.” When 
his coach told him he had broken the previous 
record, Beamon went into temporary shock.
     Unfortunately, it was just announced that if 
the Olympics can’t take place in 2021, they’ll be 
cancelled altogether. It’s sad, but we have to focus 
on the positive. They will continue one day. 

~ A NEW SPORT? - By Grace DiFonzo and Krystopher Simon  ~
Competitive video games known as eSports are a very common and popular thing. The very first eSport 

arose back in 1972 at Stamford University when some students devised a way to compete against each other in a 

virtual game called Spacewar. The winner received a subscription to Rolling Stone magazine for one year. By 1980, 

Atari was holding eSports events with more than 100,000 participants. Today, huge tournament conventions take 

place around the world as players gather together to play publicly and compete for big prizes. In fact, the winning 

team at last summer’s Call of Duty championship in Los Angeles won $800,000! That’s a lot more than a magazine 

subscription!

   There are many benefits to eSports. They are inclusive and offer a great opportunity for disabled people to 

engage in competitive activities. They are also less intimidating than traditional sports for people who aren’t 

athletic. However, these very same pros can also be negatives. For example, since eSports don’t require much 

physical activity, participants can become sedentary. As a result, players may not get enough exercise as 

recommended by various medical studies. Over time, this can lead to different health issues. 

    Opinions vary about eSports. Grace believes that eSports don’t meet the standard definition of a sport. 

According to Google’s dictionary, a sport is “an activity involving physical exertion and skill…” Since video games 

don’t require any physical skill beyond thumb dexterity, they are not sports.  On the other hand, Krystopher 

believes these games should be considered a sport because they are competitive, entertaining and require critical 

thinking skills. Most importantly, they are inclusive because anyone can participate.  What do you think?



“My favorite memory from my time at school has to 

be the Philadelphia trip! It was, in my opinion, the 

best one by far. The weather was clear and there 

were so many interesting things to see and do that I 

had never seen or done before. At the Franklin 

Institute, I rode the SkyBike high above the floor of 

the museum while balanced on a tightrope. The 

whole trip was amazing, and I'm so glad I was able 

to experience it with all of my friends!” 

~ Kaylan Clarke

“One of my best memories is the trip to Philadelphia. I was in a group 
called the Philly Five and we had such a great time touring the 

beautiful city. One of the main reasons I chose this trip was because I actually got some sleep while on that trip.”- Tim Katz

“My favorite 

memory is t
he 

Boston Trip in 

November. I li
ked 

hanging out with 

friends and seein
g 

the differen
t places. 

It was an enjoyable 

time for me.” 

  ~Antonio-Michael 

Pascale

“My favorite memory 

is the Boston Trip. In 

the hotel room with 

my friends, we had 

lots of snacks to 

share and we 

played many games 

on my Xbox.”

- Lamel McLeod

“My favorite 
memory would 
have to be the Boston Trip, mainly because of the bus ride and hotel 
stay with my 

friends.”
- Aleisha Jean

“I would say my 
favorite memory was in third grade when 

we brought many books and pillows to school and just read all day. A day in school where you can just relax and read was 
very helpful.”
- Eliana Bey

“My favorite memory 
from my years at 
school is going on 
the different trips 
with my friends.  

I also loved bonding 
with my prayer 

buddies through the 
years, friends.”
-Gabe Matos

“My most memorable moment was the day we received our acceptance letters from the high schools we wanted to go to. The room was filled with nervousness and excitement as we 
waited for them to arrive.”

- Samantha Adycki

“My favorite memory is from last year's BINGO 
night. So many of my 

friends were there and we were having a great time. It was also the first time I used one of my 
most ambitious coding projects in public. It was a massive success and everyone liked it. It was 

a fun evening.” 
-Alex Wiegand

“My favorite memory is from the Boston trip.  During the Duck Tour, Martine's dad was sitting next to Brady, and Brady was almost falling off of the seat.”
- Madison 

Pacanontavivat

“The best part of my time 

here has been meeting the 

amazing people I've 

become friends with. My 

favorite memories are all 

the things we've done 

together like going to all 

the dances. I especially 

liked the Boston trip. It was 

definitely a trip to 

remember!” 

- Valentina Guallpa

“My favorite 

memory is the 

first day of 

kindergarten. 

Everyone in the 

class greeted me 

and made me so 

comfortable. The 

best part of it is 

that i’m still 

friends with all of 

them today!”

- Symaria Massie
“Honestly, my 

favorite 
memory is 

just being in 
the school 

with 
everyone.”
- Marcus 
Servius

“My favorite memories were the Washington trip because we went to Dave & Busters and because the bus was so much fun with all my friends. This was the first trip I went to so it was obviously fun. I also liked the Boston trip because we  learned so many interesting things. Another favorite memory was when I made my first book for Mrs. Verrelli, The Missing Xbox. It’s still available in the library.” - Michael Hernandez

“My favorite memory, although it's a pretty recent one, would be the trip to Adventure Land. Although we were assigned work related to the rides, the experience of the trip quickly overshadowed that. It was truly a great memory and I'm happy that I got to share it with all my friends.”
- Silas Nwaishienyi“My favorite 

memory is 
the day we 
received our 
high school 
acceptance 

letters.”
- Annie 

Gallagher 

“My favorite memory of my time at STB/OLH is when we went to Philadelphia. I was in a group called the Philly Five. We had such a fun time throughout the whole trip and we actually got some sleep. Overall, it was the best middle school trip.”- Brady Cooper

“One of my favorite memories is when I first came to St. Brigid at 

the end of first grade. I didn't know any other students when I  went 

into Mrs. Rogers’ room. My parents walked me in and all the 

students looked at me. From the back of the room, I heard, "Hey!

 I know that kid.” It was Ben Katz and we had been in karate class 

together. It was nice to have a friend right away.”
- Chris Mormando

“My favorite memory is when I went to Washington DC in 
seventh grade. I had a lot of fun and it was interesting. 

Overall, I had a great experience!~Isaac Ayala

“My favorite memory is when I saw the new turf field outside. It made me really happy knowing I can play soccer somewhere nice.”- Juan Benitez

“My 
favorite 
memory 
is when 
we went 

to 
Boston”.
- Pedro 
Ventura

“My favorite 
memory is 

when we went 
to Philadelphia 
and when we 
first got our 

rooms.”
- Ben Katz

“My 
favorite 

memory is 
when we 
went to 

Ginos after 

the retreat.
-Jolybeth 
Orellana”

“My favorite 
memory is 

when I went 
to my first 

Drama Club 
audition in 
sixth grade. 

I was so 
nervous, but 

excited. 
Singing and 
acting were, 
and still are, 
my passions. 
Little did I 
know, the 
friends I 
made in 

Drama Club 
would 

become my 
closest 
friends. 

~David Reina

“My favorite 
memory is the 
third grade 
barbecue.”

- Luke DeGeorges

COMPILED BY 
GEORGINA PETKANAS

“I enjoyed 
all of the 
Boston 
trip.”

~Chance 
Soethout


